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Abstract—Computed ultrasonic bone tomography
(USCT) is a non-invasive and non-ionizing technique,
which ensures the protection of child being against x-rays.
The main objective of this article is to use an image
processing algorithm to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
of ultrasonic computed tomography (USCT) of children
bones for automatic detection of osteopathologies. For
this fact, we construct an application of image processing
with Microsoft Foundation Class Library (FMC)
integrated in visual Studio using Haar wavelet algorithm
to detect edges. Different methods of image processing
for automatic detection are used. Hence, we make
accessible the detection of distance between bones due to
the application of wavelet transform. As a result, the
quality of USCT image was improved and the detection
of child osteopathologies became accessible.
Index Terms—Ultrasonic computed tomography (USCT);
children bones; wavelet transformation; edge extraction;
diagnostic.

I. INTRODUCTION
Children suffer from various traumatic and injuries
bones caused by anatomical, biomechanical and
physiological activities. Their skeleton increases and this
growth can be influenced by several factors, such as
hormone concentration or lifestyle. In order to protect
children from X-rays, the use of non-irradiating
ultrasonic waves appears today as the best clinical means.
However, today's ultrasound scans do not allow the
examination of coupled and paired bones (tibia-fibula for
example). Ultrasonic Computed Tomography is a
proposed solution and a demonstrator that has been
developed [1, 2].
Ultrasound propagation in bone structures suffers from
the strong echogenicity of tissues. Even if problems are
still existing [3], first results are very encouraging.
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However, without signal and image processing, results
are difficult to interpret [4].
In our work, we propose a method of automatic
optimization by segmentation, applied to the USCT
(Ultrasonic Computed Tomography) bone’s image to
detect different structures and improve the diagnosis of
pathologies. Algorithms are based on different libraries
such as OpenCv and different algorithms such as wavelet
transformation.

II. RELATED WORK
Several modalities of medical imaging allow making
the bone disease exploration. X-ray and standard
scanners determine bone mineral density and delineate
the bone structure but it remains an ionizing method and
does not give qualitative information on the bone
structure. Therefore we use the ultrasonic scanner USCT
which is non-ionizing and can give us some details.
For the detection of some child bone pathologies,
clinicians are using the B-mode ultrasound imaging as
the first intention modality, but results are not successful
because of the limit propagation of the ultrasonic wave
and the wave attenuation into the bone. Therefore, the use
of ultrasonic computed tomography (USCT) for bone
imaging associated with signal and image processing
methods [1, 2] is a very crucial method..
Many methods are used in ultrasonic images such as
Active contours method and wavelet signal processing
method.
Active contours Method: was massively used in
segmentation of ultrasonic images processing, its use
always runs up against the problem of the noise in the
ultrasonic images [15]. This method was applied by
Lasaygues on a tomographic image made with USCT of a
paired bone, but results are not satisfactory, and the
detection of the distances between the two bone forms
(tibia and fibula) were not possible considering the noise
present into the image in 2001.
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Pre-processing algorithms: Pre-processing algorithms
of denoising image such as median, gaussian, sobel,
canny do not give satisfactory results. Thus, edge and
region detection are difficult in noisy images since both
the noise and the edges contain high frequency content [6,
7]. In last two decades, a flurry of research has involved
the use of wavelet transform for denoising because of its
energy compaction and multiresolution proprieties [8, 9].
Wavelet signal processing Method: In 2018, wavelet
based coded excitation was used in USCT. It is based on
signal wavelet decomposition [4].
Thus, we will apply a flow of image processing to
optimize the quality obtained by ultrasound tomography
and to realize an automatic segmentation. In fact, the
automatic segmentation of images was a widespread
problem especially in the field of medical imaging and
more specifically in ultrasound tomography given the
inhomogenity of pixels and the complexity of the
anatomical topology [5]

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, the new used protype will be presented
and also the image processing method will be shown in
details.

Fig.2.Ttransmitter-receiver transducters

After using the USCT prototype, we have the
ultrasonic tomographic images .These images are divided
in two steps:



First the algorithm of the summation of the filtered
back-projection are applied to the radio-frequency
signals.
Second, the image processing is applied on the
images using differents algorithms and libraries.
It’s illustred by the synoptic flow in the flow in
Fig.3.

A. Materials
The prototype used is an ultrasound scanner. It consists
of a circular 2D ring antenna of 150 mm radius equipped
by 8 transducers distributed over 360 °every 45 °and a
bar of 128 elements. The 8 transducers are piezocomposite elements whose frequencies are respectively
1Mhz -3Mhz, having a cylindrical focus in the plane of
section. The object to be imaged is placed at the
geometric center of the crown. The figure below shows
us the USCT prototype.
Fig.3. The Synoptic diagram of my proposed image processing

1) Image Pre-processing
This step is very crucial for image denoising. Hence, It
has long been a focus of research and it will be successful
after removal of high frequency from the corrupted image
[5]
a) Median Filter:

Fig.1. Ultrasonic Computed Tomography device (Copyright / Rights
reserved, CNRS-LMA Marseille)[1]

B. Methods
The measurements were performed at ultrasonic
frequencies in the order of 1MHz. Each transducer is
successively transmitter and receiver. One of the
transmitters sends a wave that diffracts on the object and
reaches the other 7 receivers. There are 3 configurations
per zone. The wave is transmitted, or back-propagated or
diffracted
Copyright © 2018 MECS

The median filter was applied when the image was
noised by fine lines or isolated points. However, it is
applicable only for grayscaled images. The principle
consists on replacing a pixel with the median of its
neighbors. Thus, even if several neighboring pixels are
noisy, you can correct the current pixel. This induces a
smoothing filter, however, since even the correct pixels
can be changed. The sharpness is preserved but the
median filter removes fine details irreversibly. Its
methodology of application is described by storing a list
of values created in a table then we have to set values
constitutes a mask which can vary size is 3 * 3 * 5 or5.
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 9, 1-9
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Finally, we move the mask on the image and sort the
table.



b) Gaussian Filter:



The Gaussian filter is a local and linear filter that
smoothes the whole image irrespective of its edges or
details [10]. In Gaussian filters, weight of the pixels
decays by distance from the center of the filter as given
by (1).
𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) =

1
2𝜋𝛿 2

𝑒

𝑥2 +𝑦2
2𝛿2

−




(1)

Where x is defined as the distance on the absciss, y is
the distance from the origin on the axis of the ordinates
and 𝛿 the standard deviation of the gaussian distribution.
c)

Canny Filter

The principle is based on the fixation of two thresholds,
a high threshold Sh and a low threshold Sb. We begin by
selecting the points that exceed the upper threshold and
then we apply the lower threshold, keeping only the
annexes components that contain a point above Sh. In
other words from each point above Sh it follows a path
consisting of points above Sb, this path has the desired
outline .



3

Calculate the average of each pair of data (pixels)
on the lines, we get averages.
Calculate the difference between each data and its
respective average on the lines, we get differences.
Place the averages in the first half of the data
matrix that corresponds to the L approximation
image.
Place the differences in one half of the data matrix
that corresponds to detail image H.
Repeat the process on the first half of the data L,
but this on the columns, we obtain two images
corresponding respectively to the approximation
LL (matrix of means of dimension) and the detail
image LH (matrix of differences of dimension).
To have a decomposition level greater than 1,
repeat the process on the LL approximation image.

The application of low –pass filter leads to obtain an
image L which is compressed. The application of a highpass filter, leads to obtain an image H which presents the
details of the image. This process is illustrated by (3) and
(4).

Yh k    xn g 2k  n

(3)

n

YL k    xn h2k  n

d) Sobel Filter

(4)

n

The Sobel operator performs a 2-D spatial gradient
measurement on an image. Typically it is used to find the
approximate absolute gradient magnitude at each point I
of an input grayscale image [11]. The purpose of Sobel's
filter is to find the edges in an image (so not only in a
particular direction, but in any direction) and on the other
hand the sign of the gradient does not interest us (we are
only interested to intensity variations, but not specifically
to increase or decrease), we take the gradient standard at
each point of the image.

where X[n] is the original signal, g and h are two filters,
high-pass and low-pass, respectively Yh[k]et Yl[k]are the
outputs respectively of the high pass and low pass filter.
A convolution is then applied to the obtained images
Let H according to the columns in order to obtain an
approximation image LL. The three images are presented
the details (LH, HL, and HH).

2) Image processing
a) Wavelet transforamtion-Haar wavelet:
The wavelet transform is a function allowing the
dilatation or the translation of a wave called mother wave.
It is characterized by the following function
Ψ (a, b) =

1
√𝑎

𝑏

Ψ (𝑡 − )
𝑎

(2)

With Ψ (a, b) is the wavelet function; a: is the scale
parameter; b: is the translation parameter

Fig.4. Principle of wavelet application

b) Principle of wavelet transformation:
From an original image, a low-pass filter is applied for
the analysis of low frequencies. In a second step, a highpass filter is applied for the analysis of the high
frequencies. It allows dividing the image’s informations
into approximation and details. We will use The Haar
Wavelet to stare image edge detection. It makes the
accuracy of image . Its principle is ilustered by steps
below :
Copyright © 2018 MECS

c)

Histogram:
The histogram gives us the density of pixels presented
into an image

d) Region Detection:
The region detection gives us informations about the
different structures and details of an image.
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IV. EXPERIENCES AND RESULTS
In this section, we will describe the hardware
experience method. Hence a series of bone images have
obtained but they are noisy. Therefore, we will show the
obtained results after a Haar wavelet transformation.
A. Experiences
Using the USCT device, the mechanical offset is
evaluated using a 70m-diameter copper thread placed in
the center of the crown. For each signal, the correction
process is a temporal offset between the signal and the
reference signal obtained at the same angle on the thread
file. Experiments were conducted to confirm the
performance of the developed methods. One human bone
mimicking phantom (Sawbones™, tibia-fibula was
studied. The cavity diameter of the tibia mimicking
phantom was 12.5 mm, and its overall length 42 cm, and
the fibula mimicking phantom had no inner cavity. The
distance between bones (~ 8 mm) was measured using a
calliper. The water tank temperature was 21°7 and the
ultrasonic wave velocity in water was 1486 m/s. Crosssections were chosen in the cortical areas of the bones;
100 mm from the proximal epiphysis for the bone
phantom. The 2D-ultrasonic tomograms were obtained
using a pulse excitation mode without any signal
processing.

performance. Finally, this C++ language is ideal for those
who must ensure the portability of programs at the level
of source files.
b)

MFC interface:

The MFC interface is a graphical interface that is
introduced in visual C ++ and allows the creation of
different dialog boxes containing the different buttons
which we have created for displaying images.
B. Results
The pre-treatment stage of a medical image is very
crucial for studying the image and its various structures.
Specifically, the pre-treatment makes it possible to
eliminate the noise diffraction of the object existing in an
ultrasonic tomographic image. For this fact, we have to
apply different filters using the Eclipse with Opencv
library and C ++ with FMC interface. Thus, edges and
regions detection are difficult in noisy images since both
noise and edges contain high frequency content [10].
Now, we try to reduce noise by using median filter and
detect edge using sobel and canny filters with OpenCv
library.

Original
Tibia

Gaussian Blur

Median

Fig.7. Filter noise reduction on bone tomographic ultrasonic image
External Edge of cortical bone



P2
Fibula

Fig.5. Sawbones™ composite bone mimicking phantom
Medullary Cavity
Canny filter
Cortical bone
Cancellous bone

Fig.6. Child Bone Ultrasound Tomographic image

1) Work environment
a)

Visual C++:

The programming language used is C ++. This is one
of the most used programming languages. It is both easy
to use and very effective. It is essential in the realization
of major programs. Current compiler optimizations also
make it a favourite language for those looking for
Copyright © 2018 MECS

Sobel filter

Fig.8.Filter edge detectionapplication on bone tomographic ultrasonic
image

As we can see in Fig.7 gaussian filter reduce the noise
caused by in the image. It gives an image more fluent
compared to that given by median filter. In Fig.8 , sobel
filter is applied , giving us two density of contrast and
showing us the external edge clearly which represent the
cortical bone.
It should be noted that canny 's filter don’t allow us to
detect the contours of anatomical regions of interest of
our ultrasonic tomographic image, as well as sobel, he
only detected external contours.
1) Edge Detection

I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 9, 1-9
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a) Graphic Interface Construction
Graphic interface done with FMC library included in
Visual C++ was constructed by implementing some
buttons. They are specialized in choosing the image for
process and the type of wavelet transform such as direct
transform . It’s shown by the figure8.




c)

5

Calculate the difference // Details of image
cvL=Bf[0]-cvH
}
Displaying values of cvL
Displaying values of cvH
Dispalying LL and HL,LH,HL,HH image
results

Results obtained with the Haar wavelet transformdirect transformation (Visual C++ + graphic
Interface FMC)

We use the Haar wavelet with direct transformation to
detect external and internal edges. It’s with the aim to
detect distances between bones.
LH 1

Fig.9. Graphic Interface

HL1

HH1

LL

LH

Fig.10. Diagram of classes

b) Used Haar-Wavelet Algorithm
Direct Transform
 Download file source which contain the
converted binary image
 Download f-L and f-H filter file
 Treatment following lines
 Treatment following columns
// Sgl is the converted binary image
While
{
//Bf[0] and Bf [1] takes the sgl values
cvH=0
 Calculate the mean with this equation //image
approximation
cvH=(Bf[0]+Bf[1])/2
cvL=0;
Copyright © 2018 MECS

HL

HH
10mm

8mm

Fig.11. Results obtained with the Haar wavelet transform (Visual
C++ + graphic Interface FMC)

We applied the Haar wavelet transform. As a result,
the ambiguity which is shown in Fig.11 is resolved. Thus,
there is a very clear edge detection showing the external
bone edge and the internal bone edge of fibula. As well,
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 9, 1-9
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the detection of the internal edges is quite clear. We
succeeded at the determination of the distance between
the tibia and the fibula. Hence, It can be measured, the
distance between the tibia and the fibula is 8mm and
between the cortical bone and the medullary cavity is
10mm. These distances are similar to the reality bones
distances

application of Haar wavelet transform was the best
method to reduce noise and to detect edges. In fact the
SNR was improved by 6.75 with Haar wavelet transform.
Table 1. SNR results of ultrasonic bone image processing

d) Validation Results
To validate our results, we apply our implemented
Haar –wavelet and Region Algorithm detection to a TDM
cerebral tomography which represents a tumour. Results
are shown in figures below.

Algorithm

Image
Image ((a) fig7)

SNR(dB)
7.27

Image preprocessing algorithm

Gaussian filter((a) fig7)
Median ((a)fig7
Sobel ((b)fig7)
Canny (b)fig7)
LL(fig6)
LH(fig6)
HL(fig6)
HH(fig6)

7.51
6.74
3.92
2.59
7.22
9.91
11.99
13.97

Haar Wavelet transform
Algorithm

2) Histogram Detection
We will use the histogram detection to determinate the
different classes existing in our image. We will obtain the
interval of contrast density of each class. Using Visual
C++ with the graphic interface we obtain the results in
figure below.
a) Results obtained with the (Visual C++ + graphic
Interface FMC)

Fig.12. Edge Detection

Fig.14. Histogram results obtained with (Visual C+++ MFC graphic
interface)

b) Results obtained with the (Eclipse + OpenCv)
Tumor
Fig.13. A cerebral tumour detection

As shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13, the internal and
external cerebral edges were successfully clearly detected.
In other hand, we extract the tumour from the original
image.
e)

Signal to noise ratio (SNR)

The signal to noise ratio SNR is defined by the
presence of noise in the image, its formula is illustrated
by( 5).
SNR1=

Signal
Bruit

=

I0
I0 −I𝑏

(5)

With I0 is the original image and Ib is the noisy image
The performance of SNR results was performed by the
increase of SNR value [12]. As shown in Table.1, the
Copyright © 2018 MECS

Fig.15. Histogram results obtained with OpenCv

c)

Results obtained with Matlab

I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 9, 1-9
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With the graphic interface FMC and Visual C ++ we
got the detection of regions with the method of
classification of pixels. It leads to obtain results in Fig.17.
In fact, in our segmentation of tomographic image into
regions we can show five regions. But the ambiguity still
present in the detection of the region between the tibia
and the fibula.We succeeded in decreasing noise in image
and detecting edges.
The table.2. below gives us a comparative study of
obtained results with haar wavelet transformation.
3) Results efficiency
Table.2 below gives us a comparative study of
obtained results with haar wavelet transformation.
Table.2. Auto Comparative results efficiency

Fig.16. Histogram results obtained with Matlab

The information given with Matlab is efficient to give
us 5 regions of density comparing it with results obtained
by Eclipse and Visual C++. As a result we have 5 regions
of contrast with 5 intervals. These results will be tested
by making the region detection.
2) Region Detection
a) Algorithm
The C ++ region detection algorithm is based on a 5region image split that can be obtained. We have
introduced 5 our own values for contrast ranges (val1,
val2, val3, val4, val5) brought from histogram values and
we make 5 values defined as integer .
If image contrast <val 1
Region1 takes value x
If image contrast <val2
Region2 takes the value y
If image contrast <val3
Region3 takes value z
If image contrast <val4
Region4 takes value k
If image contrast <val5
Region5 takes value h
End
Displaying results

Algorithm

Region
Detectio
n

Edge
detecti
on

Osteop
atholog
ic
detectio
n

Best
SNR

Time
Execution

HaarWavelet
Transform
ation
C++FMC

(-)

(+++)

(++)

13.97

23s

We can say that Haar wavelet transformation gives us
excellent results in edge detection compared to that
given with region detection. In other hand, it’s so
efficient in the acceleration of our image processing
compared to that found by Lasaygues in 2006.

V. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we are interested in making a
comparative study with LMA work results and we make
an auto results comparaison in the field of region
detection, edge detection, osteopathologies goal detection,
time execution and the obtained SNR results.
A. Comparative Study with LMA work
1) Edge Detection:
Comparing our wavelet transform method (With
Visual C ++) with the Sliding Window algorithm done
with Matlab made by [3, 13] we can say that we made a
sharp automatic detection of edges and we improve
resolution. Increasing USCT imaging process using only
signal processing could not be alone the good way to
enhance the resolution of the image [4] and then to detect
some bone abnormalities. Associated first signal
processing, before the processus of image reconstruction,
and then, with automatic and accuracy image processing
tool will be the good way for the future of the method.
2) Time execution with Visual C++ :

Fig.17. Histogram results obtained with C++ and MFC interface

Copyright © 2018 MECS

We can say that we reduce time at the image execution
level with 23s of value. The proposed algorithm is faster
than that proposed by Lasaygues in 2006.
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 9, 1-9
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